Virtual try-on under arbitrary poses has attracted lots of research attention due to its huge potential applications. However, existing methods can hardly preserve the details in clothing texture and facial identity (face, hair) while fitting novel clothes and poses onto a person. In this paper, we propose a novel multi-stage framework to synthesize person images, where rich details in salient regions can be well preserved. Specifically, a multi-stage framework is proposed to decompose the generation into spatial alignment followed by a coarse-to-fine generation. To better preserve the details in salient areas such as clothing and facial areas, we propose a Tree-Block (tree dilated fusion block) to harness multi-scale features in the generator networks. With end-to-end training of multiple stages, the whole framework can be jointly optimized for results with significantly better visual fidelity and richer details. Extensive experiments on standard datasets demonstrate that our proposed framework achieves the stateof-the-art performance, especially in preserving the visual details in clothing texture and facial identity. Our implementation will be publicly available soon.
INTRODUCTION
People tend to buy fashion items online because it is less timeconsuming. However, due to the lack of physical try-on, there always exists inconsistency of looks between real consumers and models in garments. Virtual try-on system can bridge the gap between online and offline shopping and provide more realistic shopping experience. In this work, we propose a multi-stage solution to synthesize person image given poses and clothes as in Fig. 1 .
Existing methods target for generating person image based on new cloth or novel pose. Many approaches [1, 2, 3] attempt to synthesizing reasonable images given the target pose, while VITON [4] and CPVTON [5] mainly focus on generating images given a new cloth image. However, these * This work was performed at JD AI Research. work can not simply transfer to the task of synthesizing person images under arbitrary poses and clothes. In reality, people would like to know their look wearing new clothes in different poses without taking too many photos. However, existing methods can hardly meet customers' requirements. In this work, we address the problem of generating person images conditioning on new clothes and poses.
Due to large variations of deformation and articulation while synthesizing a new photo-realistic person image given a target pose and in-shop clothing image, the key challenges are in two folds. First, the detailed texture information, such as logos, characters of the cloth can hardly be preserved simply using standard convolutional network, since human body is non-rigid and thus standard convolutional operation can not handle large deformations due to the strong restriction of kernel size and receptive field. Second, salient regions (such as facial details and hairs) that mostly respond to user attention, contain too much artifacts in one-stage generation without refinement. Some traditional methods try to build human 3D model and render output images [6, 7] , which can solve the problems to a certain extent. However, the huge labor costs and expensive devices limit the applications in practice.
For aforementioned problems, we propose a novel multistage framework that generate person images based on the target pose and in-shop clothing image in a coarse-to-fine manner. Notably, rich details in salient regions can also be well preserved. Different from existing methods which directly use the landmarks of human pose, we first design a parsing transformation network to predict the target semantic map, which spatially aligns the corresponding body parts and provides more structural information regarding the shapes of torso and limbs. To generate more reasonable and decent results with detailed information, we fuse the spatially aligned cloth with the coarse rendered image through our appearance generation network by proposing a novel tree dilated fusion block (Tree-Block).
Our virtual try-on network not only overlays new clothes onto the corresponding region of the person under arbitrary poses without resorting to 3D information, but also preserves and enhances rich details in salient regions, i.e., cloth textures, facial identity. Moreover, we propose to address the aforementioned challenges in a coarse-to-fine manner using spatial alignment, multi-scale contextual feature aggregation and salient region enhancement. Our main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a multi-stage network and generate new person images conditioning on arbitrary poses and inshop clothing images through spatial alignment and coarse-to-fine generation.
• We propose a novel Tree-Block to aggregate multiscale features to capture more spatial information for dealing with large misalignment and visual variations. High quality details of clothing texture and facial details can be well preserved to improve user experiences.
• We design a delicate training strategy to jointly optimize each modules in an end-to-end manner, which further improves generation results.
RELATED WORK

Image Synthesis
The advanced methods such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [9] have demonstrated convincing results in a variety of image generation tasks. In order to incorporating the given information as prior to guide image generation process, conditional GANs [10] synthesize the images based on the given information. The GAN-like models consist both the generator and discriminator 'contesting' with each other while optimizing.
The generator tries to make the generated images indistinguishable with fake images, while the discriminator aims to distinguish the real images and fake images. Besides, some image2image translation methods, such as pix2pix [11] and CycleGAN [12] , could successfully generate photo-realistic images from one domain to another domain. Inspired by this, we apply adversarial loss in our implement.
Pose-guided Person Image Generation
Based on the training strategy, the methods on this task could mainly be separated into two parts. The first one is supervised person image generation conditioning on the target pose information using paired data. PG2 [2] propose to firstly synthesize coarse result and then refine the generated images with adversarial training. Deformable GAN [1] introduce deformable skip connections in the generator to deal with pixelto-pixel misalignment caused by the pose differences. Progressive training with attention mechanism has been proposed to focus on each transfers certain regions while generating the person image progressively [13] . Different from the aforementioned methods, another popular part is unsupervised person image synthesis. Bidirectional generator [14] was utilized in the generator and the whole pipeline could be trained in an unsupervised manner. Semantic parsing transformation network was employed in the unified unsupervised person image generation framework [3] to guide the generator to generate image in the precise region level.
Virtual Try-on
The most popular methods of image-based virtual try-on models are VITON [4] and CPVTON [5] . The two methods use the geometric warping method to deal with the misalignment between the in-shop cloth and reference person. However, they could only present on a certain viewpoint and can not flexibly apply to arbitrary poses.
PROPOSED METHOD
Given a target pose p t , an in-shop cloth image C and a reference image I ps under pose p s , our goal is to generate an output imageĨ pt , which changes to the clothing appearance of C and under the target pose p t . The generation can be formulated as: < I ps , p t , C >−→Ĩ pt . The whole framework is shown in Fig.2 
Tree Dilated Fusion Block (Tree-Block)
We propose a novel tree dilated fusion block, abbreviated as Tree-Block, which aggregates multi-scale features and captures more spatial information with dilated convolutions.
Since larger receptive fields are considered while generation, Tree-Block is more capable dealing with large spatial deformation and variation. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , we define the input of Tree-Block as F n−1 , and the input passes through several dilated convolutions in parallel. The multi-scale features of each dilated convolutional block can be calculated as: 
where n = 2, ..., N − 1, * denotes the convolutional operation, DR is dilation rate, F DR is the output feature of dilation convolution with DR, N is the total number of Tree-Block, and W and b are the parameters of convolutional operation. The multi-scale features are fused through tree-structured aggregation for F n f used . Given two features maps F 1 and F 2 , the fusion operation can be defined as:
where W f use is a kernel of size 1 × 1. Similar to standard ResNet blocks, we also add a skip connection to generate the final output by:
Coarse-to-fine Person Image Synthesis
Coarse Alignment
We define parsing transformation network and clothing spatial alignment as coarse alignment:
To guide the generator synthesize in a more precise region level, a parsing transformation network is introduced to predict the semantic mapS pt under target pose p t according to the reference semantic map S ps , target pose p t and target in-shop cloth mask M c . The architecture of our parsing transformation network is based on U-net [15] . Taking the concatenation of S ps , M c , p t as input, the proposed network learn the mapping to theS pt . Similar to previous method [3] , cross entropy loss and adversarial loss are also adopted as our optimization objectives.
In addition, due to non-rigid nature of person image generation and huge pixel-to-pixel misalignment, it is hard for convolutional network to preserve details of person image, especially the texture of cloth. Therefore, following the cloth warping method [5] , we manipulate the target in-shop cloth beforehand and spatially align the cloth to target pose by the clothing spatial alignment module in Fig.2 .
Detailed Appearance Generation
We replace standard ResNet blocks in pix2pix [11] with our proposed Tree-Block as generator to learn the mapping about how to color the transformed semantic map. As show in part III of Figure 2 , the reference image masking cloth information I w/o c ps , transformed semantic mapS pt , and spatially aligned clothC w pt are concatenated together as input, and then output the coarse rendered imageĨ r and composition mask M . The composition mask is regarded as the fusion weight ofĨ r and C w pt , and the final result can be written as:
where denote element-wise multiplication. Attention Loss. In order to preserve more details of cloth, we tend to select the spatially aligned cloth as much as possible. The attention loss is defined as the difference between M and target cloth mask M c , and we also use total variation regularization to penalize the gradients of the composition mask M :
Pixel-level Loss. Smooth L1 loss [16] is exploited in our experiments instead of L1 loss or MSE loss. Smooth L1 loss is more robust and less sensitive to the outliers than the L2 loss, and converges faster than L1 loss.
Perceptual Loss. Similar to previous style transfer method, we also apply perceptual loss [17] including feature reconstruction loss and style construction loss, which are denoted as L f eat A and L style A respectively, to maintain image high-level content and overall spatial structure. In our training process, the loss using conv1 2 layer of VGG19 leads to best result.
Adversarial Loss. Discriminator is introduced to distinguish between real image pair {I ps , I pt } and fake image pair {I ps ,Ĩ pt }, which leads to adversarial loss L adv A . We calculate the adversarial loss as [18] using M SE. The adversarial loss is formulated as:
Overall Objectives:
Face Refinement
We add a specialized GAN-based refinement network G F to add more detail and realism to the face region as shown in part IV of Fig.1, and we also adopt Tree-Block to replace standard ResNet block. We denote the facial region of both reference image and target image as I f ps ,Ĩ f pt , and G F generates refined faceĨ rf directly.
The objectives of refined face, denoted as L f ace F , are similar to that of appearance generation networks, including pixellevel loss, feature reconstruction loss, adversarial loss. To get more smoothing and reasonable refined person image, we add another pixel-level loss based on the refined imageĨ r pt and the ground truth of target person image I pt : 
Thus, the overall objectives of face refinement network is:
End-to-End Jointly Training
In our multi-stage framework, the result of parsing transformation network directly and heavily influence the final output since the shape and the contour of the final generated images is guided by the semantic map, especially for the regions of face and hair. If we train the corresponding networks separately, it may lead to unpleasing synthesize images. Therefore, after training each part separately, we jointly train all the modules with the overall objective as Eq.8 to reduce the influence of inaccurate semantic map of person image and fine tune all the networks together. An overview of the general training procedure can be seen in Algorithm 1.
EXPERIMENTS
Datasets and Settings
The dataset used for experiments is one part of the MPV dataset [19] , consisting of 14,754 pairs of top clothing images and positive perspective images of female models. The resolution of images in the dataset is 256 × 192. We split the whole dataset with 12,410 pairs for training and 2,344 pairs for testing. By default, the learning rates for the discriminator and the generator are 0.0002. We adopt ADAM optimizer to train our network with β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999.
Qualitative Results
The following baseline methods are included for comparison: CPVTON. As CPVTON [5] is originally designed to tackle Fig. 4 . Results of our method and ablation study. Our full pipeline synthesizes more realistic images with convincing details, such as the texture / character of cloth, facial and hair regions, as highlighted in red boxes.
the simple try-on task of overlaying a new cloth on the reference person, we adapt it by adding target pose as input and then retrain the CP-VTON.
SRB-VTON.
We define the try-on network only using Standard ResNet Blocks as SRB-VTON. In this baseline, we replace the Tree-Block of our proposed whole pipeline with standard ResNet block as Pix2Pix [11] , and the other modules are maintained the same as our proposed method.
We perform the visual comparison between our established baseline and proposed method shown in Fig. 5 , which illustrates that our model generates more reasonable results with convincing details. Both the baselines and our model can accomplish the task of virtual try-on with arbitrary poses, but the texture and the color can't well preserve in CP-VTON method. Despite SRB-VTON surpasses CP-VTON visually, it cannot align the in-shop cloth to the target pose naturally and also generates much artifacts, which is highlighted with red boxes. Compared with SRB-VTON, our full network can well preserve the texture, enhance the facial details, and better align the in-shop cloth to the new poses due to the introduction of Tree-Block and clothing spatial alignment.
Quantitative Results
We apply the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) and Inception Score (IS) for quantitative evaluation, summarized in Table  1 . To reduce the influence of background, we also calculate the mask-SSIM and mask-IS by masking out the background. The results show that our proposed method achieves the best scores by generating better visual details. Moreover, our results are more close to the ground truth real data, under all evaluation metrics. 
Discussion and Ablation study
We perform an ablation study on held-out test data to verify the role and effectiveness of each part of our model. The ablation study includes four parts: removing the Tree-Block which becomes the same as our SRB-VTON baseline, removing attention loss Eq.5, removing face refinement network,
Reference Image
Target Pose Target Cloth ours SRB-VTON CP-VTON Fig. 5 . Results comparison with other state-of-the-arts. Our framework with Tree-Block is good at generating rich details as shown in red boxes. and without end2end joint training strategy. From the ablation experiments' results illustrated in Fig.4 , we can draw the following observations: 1) It is difficult to naturally align pixels to target image (i.e., the lower-body and the contour between spatially aligned cloth and human body) and preserve the identity (i.e., face) of the person if we replace the Tree-Block with standard ResNet block. 2) Attentive loss tends to select more from spatially aligned cloth and could help reduce artifacts of cloth region. 3) Face refinement module could enhance the facial details, especially the hair and eyes. 4) Endto-end training strategy could improve the synthesised results since optimizing the whole framework together leads to more reasonable predicted semantic map and more convincing details as shown in Fig.6 .
Overall, our full proposed model performs better both qualitatively and quantitatively, and the attentive loss, face refinement module, end-to-end training strategy all contribute to the performance of the whole framework. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a multi-stage framework to transfer person image generation to semantic map based image synthesis. Due to the proposed Tree-Block and the attention loss, we could preserve more details and better fuse the spatially aligned cloth with the coarse rendered person image. In ad- Fig. 6 . Results with different training schemes. End-to-end training leads to get more precise semantic map compared with that without joint optimization as shown in yellow boxes and improves the synthesized details.
dition, facial refinement network with Tree-Block could enhance the facial salient regions and greatly improve visual results. Our end-to-end training scheme also improves the quality of generated images.
